WSUS32 KKCI 050455
SIGC
MKCC WST 050455
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 32C
VALID UNTIL 0655Z
TX NM
FROM 30SSE ABQ-20WNW INK-20SSE ELP-50NW DMN-30SSE ABQ
DMSHG AREA TS MOV FROM 18015KT. TOPS TO FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 33C
VALID UNTIL 0655Z
NE SD
FROM 60SSW PIR-10N ANW-40N LBF-80NE BFF-60SSW PIR
AREA TS MOV FROM 27020KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 34C
VALID UNTIL 0655Z
MI IN WI IL IA LM
FROM 50SE TVC-10NNW DXO-40SW GJ-60ESE MCW-10W DLL-50SE TVC
AREA SEV TS MOV FROM 29030KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
HAIL TO 1.5 IN...WIND GUSTS TO 60KT POSS.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 35C
VALID UNTIL 0655Z
TX NM
FROM 20WNW AMA-20E LBB-60ESE CME-40NNE CME-20WNW AMA
AREA TS MOV LTL. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 36C
VALID UNTIL 0655Z
CO
FROM 30WSW SN-20SSW AKO-20S PUB-40NW DEN-30WSW SN
DMSHG AREA TS MOV FROM 24010KT. TOPS TO FL320.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 37C
VALID UNTIL 0655Z
KS NE CO
FROM 50SE SN-10N MCK-20E HLC-40WSW HLC-50SE SN
DMSHG AREA TS MOV LTL. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 38C
VALID UNTIL 0655Z
NE WY
FROM 20SSW DDY-30N BFF-10E BFF-20NW CY-20SSW DDY
DMSHG AREA TS MOV FROM 23020KT. TOPS TO FL330.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 39C
VALID UNTIL 0655Z
NE
FROM 30SE ONL-20SSW OB-50S ANW-30SE ONL
AREA TS MOV FROM 27010KT. TOPS TO FL400.

OUTLOOK VALID 050655-051055
AREA 1...FROM 50ESE GRB-BVT-30S BDF-IOW-DLL-50ESE GRB
REF WW 432.
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.
AREA 2...FROM 90ENE MOT-50NNW DPR-40N SHR-50NNW GGW-90ENE MOT REF WW 433.
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 050555
SIGC
MKCC WST 050555
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 40C
VALID UNTIL 0755Z
ND
FROM 50NNW GFK-30WNW GFK-70W GFK-80NW GFK-50NNW GFK
AREA TS MOV FROM 28025KT. TOPS TO FL320.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 41C
VALID UNTIL 0755Z
NE CO WY
FROM 50N BFF-SNY-40E PUB-10SW PUB-40W LAR-50N BFF
DMSHG AREA TS MOV FROM 24010KT. TOPS TO FL330.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 42C
VALID UNTIL 0755Z
NE SD
FROM 30SE PIR-20NW ONL-20SSW ANW-70SW PIR-30SE PIR
AREA TS MOV FROM 27020KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 43C
VALID UNTIL 0755Z
MI IN WI IL LE LM
FROM 10E MBS-20SE DXO-20S JOT-60NW JOT-20NNW BAE-10E MBS
AREA SEV TS MOV FROM 29030KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
HAIL TO 1.5 IN...WIND GUSTS TO 60KT POSS.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 44C
VALID UNTIL 0755Z
KS NE
FROM 40NE OBH-20E HLC-30WSW HLC-50N GLD-40NE OBH
DMSHG AREA TS MOV FROM 27010KT. TOPS TO FL380.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 45C
VALID UNTIL 0755Z
TX NM
FROM 30SSE ABQ-30S CME-40E ELP-40SE DMN-20W TCS-30SSE ABQ
DMSHG AREA TS MOV FROM 18015KT. TOPS TO FL350.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 46C
VALID UNTIL 0755Z
TX NM
FROM 40NNE AMA-20E LBB-50ESE CME-40SSW TCC-40NNE AMA
AREA TS MOV LTL. TOPS ABV FL450.

OUTLOOK VALID 050755-051155
AREA 1...FROM 50ESE GRB-BVT-30S BDF-IOW-DLL-50ESE GRB
REF WW 432 434.
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.
AREA 2...FROM 90ENE MOT−50NNW DPR−40N SHR−50NNW GGW−90ENE MOT
REF WW 433.
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 050655
SIGC
MKCC WST 050655
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 47C
VALID UNTIL 0855Z
MN ND
FROM 50N GFK−20E GFK−70W GFK−80NW GFK−50N GFK
AREA TS MOV FROM 28025KT. TOPS TO FL320.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 48C
VALID UNTIL 0855Z
NE CO WY
FROM 60NNE BFF−SNY−20NNW AKO−20E DEN−50WNW BFF−60NNE BFF
DMSHG AREA TS MOV FROM 24010KT. TOPS TO FL330.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 49C
VALID UNTIL 0855Z
NE SD
FROM 50ESE PIR−30NNE ONL−10SE ANW−40SW PIR−50ESE PIR
AREA SEV TS MOV FROM 27020KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
HAIL TO 1.25 IN POSS.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 50C
VALID UNTIL 0855Z
OH MI IN IL LE LM
FROM 10WSW MBS−30SSW ECK−20SSE DXO−30NW BVT−50NW JOT−10WSW MBS
AREA SEV TS MOV FROM 29030KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
HAIL TO 1.5 IN...WIND GUSTS TO 60KT POSS.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 51C
VALID UNTIL 0855Z
KS NE
FROM 40NE OBH−50ESE OBH−30SSW HLC−50WNW MCK−40NE OBH
AREA TS MOV FROM 25010KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 52C
VALID UNTIL 0855Z
TX NM
FROM 40SW AMA−20NNE LBB−60WSW LBB−20W TXO−40SW AMA
DMSHG AREA TS MOV FROM 18015KT. TOPS TO FL350.

OUTLOOK VALID 050855−051255
AREA 1...FROM 40NW MKG−30SSE TTH−AXC−40NNE BDF−BAE−40NW MKG
REF WW 432 434.
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 2...FROM 50NNW GGW−60NE ISN−50N OVR−30SSE OBH−40N SHR−50NNW
GGW
REF WW 433.
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 3...FROM 50WSW MGM−130S CEW−80WSW LEV−40NNW LSU−50WSW MGM
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 050755
SIGC
MKCC WST 050755
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 53C
VALID UNTIL 0955Z
MN ND
FROM 50N GFK−20E GFK−70W GFK−80NW GFK−50N GFK
AREA TS MOV FROM 28025KT. TOPS TO FL320.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 54C
VALID UNTIL 0955Z
NE SD
FROM 70ESE PIR−50NE ONL−30WNW ONL−30S PIR−70ESE PIR
AREA SEV TS MOV FROM 27020KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
HAIL TO 1.25 IN POSS.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 55C
VALID UNTIL 0955Z
OH MI IN IL LE LH LM
FROM 20WNW MKG−10ESE ECK−60WSW CLE−BVT−10SSW ORD−20WNW MKG
AREA SEV TS MOV FROM 29030KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
HAIL TO 1.5 IN...WIND GUSTS TO 60KT POSS.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 56C
VALID UNTIL 0955Z
KS NE
FROM 40NE OBH−50NW PWE−30SSW HLC−50WNW MCK−40NE OBH
AREA TS MOV FROM 25010KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 57C
VALID UNTIL 0955Z
OK KS
FROM 40WSW ICT−30SSW ICT−20NW END−50ENE MMB−40WSW ICT
AREA TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL350.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 58C
VALID UNTIL 0955Z
LA AND CSTL WTRS
60WNW LEV
ISOL TS D20 MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 59C
VALID UNTIL 0955Z
MS LA AND CSTL WTRS
FROM 30SSW SJI−70E HRV−40SSE LEV−30WSW LEV−50NE HRV−30SSW SJI
AREA TS MOV FROM 19010KT. TOPS TO FL380.

OUTLOOK VALID 050955-051355
AREA 1...FROM 40NW MKG−30SSE TTH−AXC−40NNE BDF−BAE−40NW MKG
REF WW 432 434.
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 2...FROM 50NNW GGW-60NE ISN-50N OVR-30SSE OBH-40N SHR-50NNW GGW
REF WW 433.
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 3...FROM 50WSW MGM-170S CEW-80WSW LEV-40NNW LSU-50WSW MGM
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 050755
SIGC
MKCC WST 050755
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 53C
VALID UNTIL 0955Z
MN ND
FROM 50N GFK-20E GFK-70W GFK-80NW GFK-50N GFK
AREA TS MOV FROM 28025KT. TOPS TO FL320.
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 54C
VALID UNTIL 0955Z
NE SD
FROM 70ESE PIR-50NE ONL-30WNW ONL-30S PIR-70ESE PIR
AREA SEV TS MOV FROM 27020KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
HAIL TO 1.25 IN POSS.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 55C
VALID UNTIL 0955Z
OH MI IN IL LE LH LM
FROM 20WNW MKG-10ESE ECK-60WSW CLE-BVT-10SSW ORD-20WNW MKG
AREA SEV TS MOV FROM 29030KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
HAIL TO 1.5 IN...WIND GUSTS TO 60KT POSS.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 56C
VALID UNTIL 0955Z
KS NE
FROM 40NE OBH-50NW PWE-30SSW HLC-50WNW MCK-40NE OBH
AREA TS MOV FROM 25010KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 57C
VALID UNTIL 0955Z
OK KS
FROM 40WSW ICT-30SSW ICT-20NW END-50ENE MMB-40WSW ICT
AREA TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL350.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 58C
VALID UNTIL 0955Z
LA AND CSTL WTRS
60WNW LEV
ISOL TS D20 MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 59C
VALID UNTIL 0955Z
MS LA AND CSTL WTRS
FROM 30SSW SJI-70E HRV-40SSE LEV-30WSW LEV-50NE HRV-30SSW SJI
AREA TS MOV FROM 19010KT. TOPS TO FL380.

OUTLOOK VALID 050955−051355
AREA 1...FROM 40NW MKG−30SSE TTH−AXC−40NNE BDF−BAE−40NW MKG
REF WW 432 434.
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 2...FROM 50NNW GGW−60NE ISN−50N OVR−30SSE OBH−40N SHR−50NNW
GGW
REF WW 433.
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 3...FROM 50WSW MGM−170S CEW−80WSW LEV−40NNW LSU−50WSW MGM
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 050855
SIGC
MKCC WST 050855
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 60C
VALID UNTIL 1055Z
NE SD
FROM 60WNW FSD−40SSW FSD−10N ONL−40SE PIR−60WNW FSD
AREA TS MOV FROM 27020KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 61C
VALID UNTIL 1055Z
KS NE
FROM 40NE OBH−50NW PWE−40N GCK−50WNW MCK−40NE OBH
AREA TS MOV FROM 25010KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 62C
VALID UNTIL 1055Z
OK KS
FROM 30ESE ICT−20W TUL−40ENE MMB−40WSW ICT−30ESE ICT
AREA TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL400.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 63C
VALID UNTIL 1055Z
TX
FROM 60W INK−20WSW MRF−70SE ELP−30E ELP−60W INK
AREA TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL320.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 64C
VALID UNTIL 1055Z
MS LA AND AL MS LA CSTL WTRS
FROM 30SW SJI−100SSE SJI−50S LEV−30WNW LEV−20ESE HRV−30SW SJI
AREA TS MOV FROM 19010KT. TOPS TO FL380.

OUTLOOK VALID 051055−051455
AREA 1...FROM ODI−40NW MKG−50SSE TTH−40SSW AXC−30WNW IOW−ODI
REF WW 434.
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.
AREA 2...FROM 50NNW GGW-60NE ISN-ODI-PWE-40N SHR-50NNW GGW REF WW 433.
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 3...FROM 40NW BWG-50WSW MGM-170S CEW-80WSW LEV-40NNW LSU-40NW BWG
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 050955
SIGC
MKCC WST 050955
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 65C
VALID UNTIL 1155Z
SD
FROM 50NW FSD-30SSW FSD-50NNE ONL-70ESE PIR-50NW FSD
AREA TS MOV FROM 26020KT. TOPS TO FL420.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 66C
VALID UNTIL 1155Z
KS NE
FROM 40NE OBH-40NW PWE-40SW HLC-40WNW MCK-40NE OBH
AREA TS MOV FROM 26010KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 67C
VALID UNTIL 1155Z
OK KS
FROM 30ESE ICT-10SSE END-30E MMB-40WSW ICT-30ESE ICT
AREA TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL400.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 68C
VALID UNTIL 1155Z
MS LA AND AL MS LA CSTL WTRS
FROM 30SSW SJI-100SSE SJI-80SE LEV-20SSW LEV-40ESE HRV-30SSW SJI
AREA TS MOV FROM 19010KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

OUTLOOK VALID 051155-051555
AREA 1...FROM ODI-40NW MKG-50SSE TTH-40SSW AXC-30WNW IOW-ODI
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 2...FROM 50NNW GGW-60NE ISN-ODI-PWE-40N SHR-50NNW GGW REF WW 435.
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 3...FROM 40NW BWG-50WSW MGM-170S CEW-80WSW LEV-40NNW LSU-40NW BWG
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 051055
SIGC
MKCC WST 051055
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 69C
VALID UNTIL 1255Z
SD ND MT
FROM 20W GGW-40NW BIS-30S DPR-20ESE BIL-20W GGW
AREA SEV TS MOV FROM 23030KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
HAIL TO 2 IN...WIND GUSTS TO 65KT POSS.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 70C
VALID UNTIL 1255Z
SD
FROM 50NNW FSD-30SSW FSD-60NNE ONL-80WNW FSD-50NNW FSD
AREA TS MOV FROM 26020KT. TOPS TO FL420.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 71C
VALID UNTIL 1255Z
KS NE
FROM 50ENE OBH-30SW OVR-20SW HLC-20W MCK-50ENE OBH
AREA TS MOV FROM 26010KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 72C
VALID UNTIL 1255Z
OK KS
FROM 30N ICT-40SE ICT-10ESE END-30WSW END-60NE MMB-30N ICT
AREA TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL400.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 73C
VALID UNTIL 1255Z
LA AND AL MS LA CSTL WTRS
FROM 40SE SJI-130ESE LEV-70S LEV-40W LEV-50ENE HRV-40SE SJI
AREA TS MOV FROM 19010KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

OUTLOOK VALID 051255-051655
AREA 1...FROM ODI-40NW MKG-50SSE TTH-40SSW AXC-30WNW IOW-ODI
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 2...FROM 50NNW GGW-60NE ISN-ODI-PWE-40N SHR-50NNW GGW
REF WW 435.
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 3...FROM 40NW BWG-50WSW MGM-170S CEW-80WSW LEV-40NNW
LSU-40NW BWG
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 051155
SIGC
MKCC WST 051155
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 74C
VALID UNTIL 1355Z
SD ND MT
FROM 20W GGW-30ESE BIS-20SSE DPR-30NNW SHR-20W GGW
AREA SEV TS MOV FROM 23030KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
HAIL TO 2 IN...WIND GUSTS TO 65KT POSS.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 75C
VALID UNTIL 1355Z
KS NE
FROM 80ESE ONL-30SW OVR-20SW HLC-30WSW MCK-80ESE ONL
AREA TS MOV FROM 26010KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVEXTIVE SIGMET 76C
VALID UNTIL 1355Z
OK KS
FROM 30NW ICT-30ESE ICT-10ESE END-10SW END-60NE MMB-30NW ICT
AREA TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL400.

CONVEXTIVE SIGMET 77C
VALID UNTIL 1355Z
AL LA AND AL MS LA CSTL WTRS
FROM 40SE SJI-130ESE LEV-70S LEV-40W LEV-50ENE HRV-40SE SJI
AREA TS MOV FROM 19010KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

OUTLOOK VALID 051355-051755
AREA 1...FROM ODI-40NW MKG-50SSE TTH-40SSW AXC-30WNW IOW-ODI
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 2...FROM 50NNW GGW-60NE ISN-ODI-PWE-40N SHR-50NNW GGW
REF WW 435.
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 3...FROM 40NW BWG-50WSW MGM-170S CEW-80WSW LEV-40NNW
LSU-40NW BWG
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 4...FROM LAR-50SE DEN-30SE CIM-TXO-30NNW INK-60ESE FST-90SSE
MRF-30E DMN-30NNE CHE-LAR
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 051255
SIGC
MKCC WST 051255
CONVEXTIVE SIGMET 78C
VALID UNTIL 1455Z
SD ND MT
FROM 40NE GGW-70ENE BIS-40NW PIR-50NE SHR-40NE GGW
AREA SEV EMBD TS MOV FROM 27035KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
HAIL TO 2 IN...WIND GUSTS TO 65KT POSS.

CONVEXTIVE SIGMET 79C
VALID UNTIL 1455Z
IA KS NE
FROM 60ESE ONL-30NE OVR-50ENE HLC-20SW MCK-60ESE ONL
DMSHG AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 28010KT. TOPS TO FL390.

CONVEXTIVE SIGMET 80C
VALID UNTIL 1455Z
OK KS
FROM 20E SLN-60WSW MCI-20E END-20NNW MMB-20E SLN
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 25010KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 81C  
VALID UNTIL 1455Z  
FL AL MS LA AND CSTL WTRS  
FROM 20SSW CEW-140W PIE-60SSW LEV-30NNW HRV-20SSW CEW  
AREA EMBD TS MOV LTL. TOPS ABV FL450.

OUTLOOK VALID 051455-051855  
AREA 1...FROM 50NNW GGW-60NE ISN-40SE FAR-ONL-50WSW MLS-50NNW GGW  
REF WW 435.  
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM  
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 2...FROM TTH-180S CEW-110S LCH-LCH-30NNW SQS-STL-TTH  
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM  
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 3...FROM LAR-50SE DEN-50SE CME-70SE FST-90SSE MRF-30E  
DMN-50NNE CHE-LAR  
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM  
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 4...FROM 40WSW FOD-50W OSW-50NW END-OBH-40WSW FOD  
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM  
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 051355  
SIGC  
MKCC WST 051355  
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 82C  
VALID UNTIL 1555Z  
SD ND MT WY  
FROM 50W ISN-60ENE BIS-40N PIR-80NE CZI-50W ISN  
AREA SEV EMBD TS MOV FROM 28035KT. TOPS ABV FL450.  
HAIL TO 2 IN...WIND GUSTS TO 65KT POSS.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 83C  
VALID UNTIL 1555Z  
IA KS NE  
FROM 40ESE ONL-30SSW FOD-50ENE HLC-20SW MCK-40ESE ONL  
DMSHG AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 28010KT. TOPS TO FL330.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 84C  
VALID UNTIL 1555Z  
OK KS  
FROM 30ENE SLN-60WSW MCI-20NE END-20NNW MMB-30ENE SLN  
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 24010KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 85C  
VALID UNTIL 1555Z  
FL AL MS LA AND CSTL WTRS  
FROM 40WSW CEW-150S CEW-60SSW LEV-40W LEV-50NE HRV-40WSW CEW  
AREA EMBD TS MOV LTL. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 86C  
VALID UNTIL 1555Z  
TN  
40ESE Dyr
ISOL TS D30 MOV FROM 24010KT. TOPS TO FL320.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 87C
VALID UNTIL 1555Z
TX
FROM 30WSW INK-90SSE MRF-30SSE ELP-30WSW INK
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 27015KT. TOPS TO FL450.

OUTLOOK VALID 051555-051955
AREA 1...FROM 50NNW GGW-60NE ISN-30ENE FAR-40NNW ONL-50WSW
MLS-50NNW GGW
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 2...FROM TTH-180S CEW-110S LCH-LCH-30NNW SQS-STL-TTH
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 3...FROM LAR-50SE DEN-50SE CME-70SE FST-90SSE MRF-30E
DMN-50NNE CHE-LAR
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 4...FROM 40WSW FOD-50W OSW-50NW END-OBH-40WSW FOD
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 051455
SIGC
MKCC WST 051455
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 88C
VALID UNTIL 1655Z
SD ND MT
FROM 20WSW ISN-80WSW GFK-30ENE PIR-50NW RAP-20WSW ISN
AREA SEV EMBD TS MOV FROM 28035KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
HAIL TO 2.5 IN...WIND GUSTS TO 80KT POSS.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 89C
VALID UNTIL 1655Z
IA NE SD
FROM 60ENE ONL-30SSE FOD-40WNW DSM-50NW OVR-40ESE ONL-60ENE ONL
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 26010KT. TOPS TO FL390.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 90C
VALID UNTIL 1655Z
OK KS
FROM 30ENE SLN-50WSW MCI-50NE END-40NNE MMB-30ENE SLN
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 24010KT. TOPS TO FL440.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 91C
VALID UNTIL 1655Z
FL AL MS LA AND CSTL WTRS
FROM 60NNE SJI-160W PIE-60SSW LEV-70W LEV-40ESE MCB-60NNE SJI
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 09010KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 92C
VALID UNTIL 1655Z
TN AL MS
FROM 60E DYR-30NNE MSL-50WNW MSL-30E DYR-60E DYR
AREA TS MOV FROM 27010KT. TOPS TO FL400.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 93C
VALID UNTIL 1655Z
NE CO
FROM 30NE BFF-60WSW ANW-20NE AKO-30WNW AKO-30NE BFF
AREA TS MOV FROM 22010KT. TOPS TO FL330.

OUTLOOK VALID 051655-052055
AREA 1...FROM 60NNE ISN-50N RWF-50E ONL-LBF-30SE DDY-50WSW
MLS-50WNW GGW-60NNE ISN
REF WW 435 436.
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 2...FROM TTH-180S CEW-110S LCH-LCH-50WSW MEM-40S UIN-TTH
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 3...FROM 30SE DDY-LBF-30SSE TBE-30SW AMA-70NW DLF-80SSE
MRF-30E DMN-50NNE CHE-30SE DDY
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 4...FROM 40WSW FOD-50W OSW-50NW END-OBH-40WSW FOD
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 051555
SIGC
MKCC WST 051555
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 94C
VALID UNTIL 1755Z
SD ND
FROM 40SE ISN-30S GFK-70S ABR-20WNW RAP-40SE ISN
AREA SEV EMBD TS MOV FROM 28035KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
HAIL TO 2.5 IN...WIND GUSTS TO 80KT POSS.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 95C
VALID UNTIL 1755Z
IA NE
FROM 80S FSD-30SSE FOD-20NNW DSM-70NW OVR-80S FSD
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 26010KT. TOPS TO FL350.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 96C
VALID UNTIL 1755Z
OK KS
FROM 10ENE SLN-50E SLN-50NE END-60NNE MMB-10ENE SLN
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 24010KT. TOPS TO FL440.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 97C
VALID UNTIL 1755Z
FL AL MS LA AND CSTL WTRS
FROM 60NNE SJI-110SSW TLH-160W PIE-60SSW LEV-50E LCH-60NNE SJI
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 09010KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVETIVE SIGMET 98C
VALID UNTIL 1755Z
TN AL
FROM 20NW BNA-40S BNA-30S MSL-40E DYR-20NW BNA
AREA TS MOV FROM 27010KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVETIVE SIGMET 99C
VALID UNTIL 1755Z
NE CO
FROM 50W ANW-20NE AKO-30W AKO-40ENE BFF-50W ANW
AREA TS MOV FROM 22010KT. TOPS TO FL320.

OUTLOOK VALID 051755-052155
AREA 1...FROM 50NNW GGW-60NW MOT-60SSW BRD-40NNW FOD-50NE
OBH-30WNW CZI-50NNW GGW
REF WW 435 436.
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 2...FROM 40ENE ODI-40WNW MKG-170S CEW-120SSW LCH-50NNW
LCH-60WNW SQS-40ENE ODI
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 3...FROM 30WNW CZI-50ESE ONL-40ESE TBE-AMA-70NW DLF-80SSE
MRF-ELP-30W ELP-30WNW CZI
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 4...FROM 40WSW FOD-50W OSW-50NW END-OBH-40WSW FOD
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 051655
SIGC
MKCC WST 051655
CONVETIVE SIGMET 01C
VALID UNTIL 1855Z
SD ND
FROM 30SSE GFK-60SSE ABR-RAP-50NE DIK-30SSE GFK
AREA SEV EMBD TS MOV FROM 28035KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
HAIL TO 2.5 IN...WIND GUSTS TO 80KT POSS.

CONVETIVE SIGMET 02C
VALID UNTIL 1855Z
NE CO
FROM 60W ANW-20NE AKO-20NNW AKO-40ENE BFF-60W ANW
AREA TS MOV FROM 22010KT. TOPS TO FL430.

CONVETIVE SIGMET 03C
VALID UNTIL 1855Z
TN KY AL
FROM 30WNW BWG-20ENE BNA-30WNW VUZ-40E DYR-30WNW BWG
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 09010KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 04C
VALID UNTIL 1855Z
FL AL MS LA AND CSTL WTRS
FROM 50SE MEI−110SSE CEW−170S CEW–80SW LEV–40ESE LCH–50SE MEI
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 27010KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

OUTLOOK VALID 051855–052255
AREA 1...FROM 50NNW GGW−60NE ISN−40ESE MSP−50SSE MCW−50NE
OBH−30WNW CZI−50NNW GGW
REF WW 435 436.
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 2...FROM 40ENE ODI−40WNW MKG−170S CEW−120SSW LCH−50NNW
LCH−60WNW SQS−40ENE ODI
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 3...FROM 30WNW CZI−50ESE ONL−30NW SLN−50NW GCK−70NW
DLF−80SSE MRF−ELP−30W ELP−30WNW CZI
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.